SPECIFICATIONS FOB CAST IB02L
hence it has lost about 15 per cent, of its cross-section, or say six or seven per cent, of each of its lateral dimensions. That is to say a board one foot wide at 30 per cent, moisture is only
i                       about n|4 inches wide at 10 per cent, moisture; or a floor-
ing board 4 inches wide at 20 per cent, moisture is only about 3^ inches wide at 10 per cent, moisture. On account of the very large radial fibres (medullary rays) in oak wood, this kind of lumber shrinks mostly in a circumferential direction, and all timber shrinks more circumferentially than radially since all woods have these medullary rays to a greater or less extent. It is for this reason that "quarter sawed" (radial sawed) lumber is more satisfactory than uflat sawed" for all kinds of furniture and house trimmings. For flooring quarter sawed, or tferift sawed" boards, presenting an "edge-grain" surface, is far preferable to uflat-grain" because it wears evenly and does not sliver on the surface.
**                              Tlfe specification may read as follows:
All  the  lumber delivered under this contract, to be used
for purposes of--------------,  shall  be thoroughly seaaoned or
dried, either in the open air or in a kiln or both. By "thoroughly seasoned" as here used is meant a Reasoning or drying uniformly throughout the entire sections of the various sizes delivered, and the average percentage of moisture contained in the lumber when delivered shall not be more than ten per cent. of its weight, as determined by actual experiment.
151. Specification for Oast Iron.* There is probably no material in engineering structures which can more profitably be governed by specifications involving tests than cast iron. Since cast iron usually breaks under some kind of shock or blow, it is more necessary to test thr iron for resilience than for btrength. The most convenient test for resilience is
•See the author'* Jlfatfriets of Conttruetion j£or a full description ot methods of manufacture, method* of fritting, and phynlcm properties of all the metals commonly tihed in rnj';ncmnj4 woiks.

